Hello {first name},
Here’s a fact: healthy democracies rely on informed citizens.
But let’s be honest, with all the misinformation in the news, it’s difficult to stay
informed.
It’s no secret that the news, just like Congress, is polarized. Unless you make a
solid effort each day, you’re likely only getting one side of the story. And that story
differs based on where you get your news.
That’s why now, more than ever, it’s essential to pay attention to the facts coming
out of Washington.
Here’s where PolitIQ comes in. We put the facts back into the news.
This is not your regular partisan mouthpiece. In fact, it’s the only crowd-sourced,
free-to-play political trivia competition. And it’s a way for you to help shape our
future.
Complete our short, daily quizzes and win points. Think an answer is inaccurate?
Contest it with your source of information and win more points. Have a question
you want to see in the next quiz? Submit it and, you guessed it, win even more
points.
Test your political knowledge against our committed group of daily users, as well as
your friends and family.
The more involved you are in making sure the facts are straight, the higher up the
leaderboard you go. And the better informed we all become.
Each week the user at the top of the leaderboard wins a cash prize. As well as
bragging rights for the week.
But that’s not all.
Everyone, not just registered politIQ trivia users, is now able to take part in the fun
by competing in our new “Week in Review” gameshow challenge.
Think of it as a pub trivia game show, except over webcam. And don’t worry, you
don’t have to turn your camera or audio on.

Last week’s winner won this “Vote” glass, but there are plenty more prizes at stake.
You’ll just have to tune in to find out what they are!
Start working your way up the leaderboard now
You know that person on Facebook who spews out political misinformation all day
long? Invite them to prove themselves on politIQ Trivia. It’ll mean easy money for
you, and one more informed citizen.
How about that competitive family member that’s always up for a contest? Send
them an invite for a chance at holding your victory over their head at family
holidays for years to come.
The more people that play, the better the prize. And the more informed the
populace. So share freely, my politically aware citizens.
Links here to share on socials and via email
If you have a better suggestion for creating a more informed populace, then we're
all ears. Until then, here’s a way to help make our democracy healthy again.
Stay informed and stay healthy.
Connor

